
The DISCO experience

The challenge
Partnering with their data privacy team, the client needed to identify impacted individuals, develop 
a response plan, and notify parties in accordance with applicable laws. Due to the numerous types 
of data, not to mention the varied formats in which the data was kept, manual review was the only 
option. 

Initially, the client contemplated engaging a traditional vendor. With quotes of $400/hour to simply 
collect and identify documents containing personally identifying information (PII), the client decided 
to find a different solution. 

The solution
The client instead partnered with their legal team in the DISCO platform to collectively review the 
documents to identify exposed PII and customers. DISCO’s team of project managers designed 
a custom workflow to identify PII in documents and segregate them for review. Outside counsel 
managed the review while the financial services employees reviewed documents to identify PII 
and customers for notification.

Case summary
A financial services client experienced a data security incident exposing the personal information for 
thousands of customers in 2019. The client had 45 days to identify and notify customers whose infor-
mation may have been exposed. Working closely with their attorneys and utilizing DISCO Ediscovery, 
the financial services client completed the review and began notifying the impacted individuals in 
just one week — 75% faster than expected with more traditional and expensive methods. 
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The result
With DISCO’s easy-to-use platform, review stages, and batching, the client was easily able to 
collaborate within their team and with legal representation to ensure the right documents were 
being reviewed at the right time. Due to the speed and intuitiveness of the DISCO platform, the 
client was able to successfully identify impacted individuals, the types of personal information 
potentially exposed in each document, and begin the process of notifying impacted individuals in 
a single workweek. Using more traditional, expensive methods, the review was expected to take 
closer to four weeks. 

Moreover, by leveraging DISCO’s exportable document notes field to take notes on exposed data 
during the review, the client was not only able to meet its immediate notification obligations, it got 
a jump start on possible regulatory follow-up. 

Benefits of Using DISCO
When responding to data security incidents, even the best teams often scramble to meet deadlines. 
By placing the powerful DISCO platform in the hands of the client’s employees, they finished the 
review and prepared for regulatory follow-up with time to spare. DISCO’s ease-of-use, superior 
speed and performance, and powerful search capabilities enabled the team to send breach 
notifications all at once and well in advance, saving money and providing peace of mind for the 
client. Using DISCO’s robust features such as batching, custom tags, document notes, and export-
able document lists, the client was able to concurrently prepare for possible regulatory follow-up, 
preventing the need for duplicate work in the future. 

More than 3,8001 data security incidents were reported in the US in 2019, amounting to more than 
4.1 billion records exposed and an average cost of $8.1 million2 to address. With significant costs 
and resources required to detect and respond to data breaches, speed, efficiency, and domain 
expertise are mission-critical. Working with a team of legal experts and leveraging best-in-class 
technology, like DISCO, is essential to:

 ■ Control post-data breach costs;

 ■ Develop more complete and accurate notification plans in a shorter time frame; 

 ■ Proactively prepare for post-data breach regulatory follow-up and/or litigation; and

 ■ Reduce the risk of compliance violations.

Using DISCO’s cloud-native end-to-end ediscovery platform and team of ediscovery experts, 
businesses are able to more accurately and efficiently identify data breach subjects. In just a 
fraction of the time required with traditional methods, businesses or their attorneys can use 
DISCO’s easy-to-use interface, powerful and flexible search tools, and review workflows to achieve 
higher accuracy, faster reviews, reduced costs, and decreased risk of compliance violations when 
addressing data breaches.
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